
!|'.r

b. 20,48, and52
-2tt2-^2

292 I 492 t522
400+2304!2704

2704 :2704

Pythagorean Theorem

a:2O,b:48,c:52
Simplify.

Add.

These segments form the sides of a right triangle since they satisfy the
Pythagorean Theorem. The measures are whole numbers and forin a
Pythagorean triple.

tfr , fr, ^na1555

; 6tudl NotabooK

Have siiui,ents-
, add lhe iifinitiono/exomples of

the vogabulary lerms to their

Vocabulary 9uilder worKsheets for
Chapter 7

, include airy other tlim|) thal the,y

find helpful in mattering lhe skills

in lhb lesson.

FIND THE ERROR
Point out that in

all right triangles, the
hypotenuse is always the

longest side because it is opposite
the 90'angle. Students have to
make sure that the value they use
to check for c is the largest value
given. Also, tell students that the
order of a andb does not matter.
Maria could have used 12for a
and 5 for b, and she still would
have been correct.

About tha Axercisos...
Atganization by Objective
r The Pythagorean Theorem: ,

12-17 ii
o Converse of the

Pythagorean Theorem:
18-29

Odd/Even Assignments
Exercises 12-29 are structured
so that students practice the
same concepts whether they
are assigned odd or even
problems.
Alert!Exercises 48 and 49
require a graphing calculator.

Assignmonl Guide
Basic: 13-17 odd, 41., 43-70

Average: 1.313 odd, 44-70

Advanced: 1,214 ev en, 45-60
(optional: 61-70)

l

o2a62:12
/ r\o / -\. / \t

{Yq)'+ {Ys)'. (9)'
\ 5 / \ 5 .i \5./

Pythagorean Theorem

.E .EVJ . Vb J
d= 5,D: S,c:S

simplifu.

Add.

3,6,9
25 25-25

9 =925 25

oo
Since 7i - f, segments with these measures form a right triangle. However,
the three numbers are not whole numbers. Therefore, they do not form a

Pythagorean triple.

LhecK 1. FIND THE ERROR Nlaria and Colin are determining whether 5-12-13 is a
Pythagorean triple

d oes I corin

o2 +62 = cz

152 1 5z !7gz

1c1 +25 !13q
L15 + 111

h 
't 
gesl

ue of c.

!:r ey
s des ol

by the V\rho is correct? Explain your reasoning.

Explain why a Pythagorean triple can represent the measures of the sides of a

right triangle.

OPEN ENDED Draw a pair of similar right triangles. List the corresponding
sides, the corresponding angles, and the scale factor. Are the measures of the
sides of each triangle a Pythagorean triple? S88 margin.

e0rem.

Practice Find r.

mbers
a n triple
ati on

a:

t:. ttl a ria
i:,

^L 
! hL _

t:.

a7 1 112!

:: 75 + Ua!
tb9 =::.

. ue9
ill

c2

lb7

169

169

J.

4. I\...l\10
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42.56.

I

I
7

Sample answer I LABC - LDEF, LA= LD, LB = LE,
and LC: LF, /B corresponds to DE, 8C corresponds to

EF, and-40 corresponds to OF. The scale laclor is f. f,f o;

lhe measq!'es ol the sides do not lorm a Pythagorean triple
since 6VF and 3V5 are not whole numbers.

t>-v
"F"
6\6
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Application n.

ne wnerner zr/KL wlth vertrces JF_2,2),
K(-1., 6), and L(3,5) is a right triangle. Explain.

Determine whether each set of numbers can be the measures of the sides of a
right triangle. Then state whether they form a pythagorean triple.
g. 15,36,39 g. {40,20,21 rc. f ++,8, V1o8

COMPUTERS Computer monitors are
usually measured along the diagonal of the
screen. A 19-inch monitor has a diagonal that
measures 19 inches. If the height of the screen 

11.5 in.is 11.5 inches, how wide is the screen?

Find r.
12.

'15. 40 16.

13.-r+.\

\ -1 'ul \+
2t

t",rR
X

right triangle for theCOORDINATE GEOMETRY
oirrpn rrprfinpc Fvnl rin

l__ r + ____l

x

Determine whether AQRS is a



26. +,L, t/z+ zz. {s , {r,P za. 2,!,t3/3523ro15

For Exercises 30-35, use the table of Pythagorean triples.
30. Copy and complete the table.

31. A primitiae Pythagorean triple is a Pythagorean triple
with no common factors except 1. Name any primitive
Pythagorean triples contained in the table.

32. Describe the pattern that relates these sets of
Pythagorean triples.

33. These Pythagorean triples are called a family. \Mhy do you think this is?

34. Are the triangles described by a family of Pythagorean triples similar? Explain.

35. For each Pythagorean triple, find two triples in the same famiiy.

,t. +,+,+

t 9,1417 h qLoLl o 7)A)4



GEOGRAPHY For Exercises 36 and 37, use
the following information.
Denver is located at about 105 degrees
longitude and 40 degrees latitude. San
Francisco is located at about I22 degrees
longitude and 38 degrees latitude. Las Vegas
is located at about 115 degrees longitude and
36 degrees latitude. Using the lines of
longitude and latitude, find each degree
distance.

36. San Francisco to Denver = 17.1 degrees

37. Las Vegas to Denver - 10.8 degrees

3s. EEEEE Write a paragraph proof of Theorem 7.5'

* 39. EEEEE Use the Pythagorean Theorem and the
figure at the right to prove the Distance Formula.
See margin.

See margin.

AINTING A painter sets a ladder up to reach the
ottom of a second-stogglaindow 16 feet above the

ground. The base of the ladder is 12 feet from the
house. While the painter mixes the paint, a

neighbor's dog bumps the ladder, which moves the
base 2 feet farther away from the house. How far up
the side of the house does the ladder reach?

ztF n= 14.3lt
LANDSCAPING Sixcongruent
square stones are arranged in an
L-shaped walkway through a

garden. Il x : 15 inches, then find
the area of the L-shaped walkway.

about 76.53 ft

ffi270inz

NAVIGATION A fishing trawler o{f the coast of Alaska was ordered by
the U.S. Coast Guard to change course. They were to travel 6 miles west
and then sail 12 miles south to miss a large iceberg before continuing
on the original course. How many miles out of the way did the trawler
travel? aboul 4.6 mi

HG
44. CRITICAL THINKING The figure at the right is a E

rectangular prism with AB : 8, BC : 6, and BF : 8,

and M is the midpoint of BD. Find BD and HM. How
are EM, FM, and CM related to HM?

BD = 10, HM = \/89 - 9.4; HM= EM = FM = GM

;:ometryonline.com/self_check-quiz/fcat Lesson 7-2 The P,"thagorean Theorem and lts Converse 355

Answers (p.354)

fi. Qn:6, BS:10, 0S= 8;62 * 82:102
19. 0B= 5, BS= 6,0$:5;52 +52 +62

41.. SAILING The mast of a sailboat is '* 42.

supported by wires called shrouds.

lMhat is the total length of wire
needed to form these shrouds?

Answers

38. Given:A/ECwith sides ol
measure a, b, and c, where

F:*+F
Proue: LABC is a riqhl lriangle.

_l*

,\ ,\

c+8 D+-+r
Proof: Draw Df on line .8 with
measure equalto a. Al D, dmw

line mI DE. Locate poanl F on m
so that DF: b. Draw FEand call
its measure x. Because AFED is a
right lriangle , d + b2: x2. But

*+F=C,sof:EBtx:c.
Thus, 4/86 = LFED by SSS.

This means zC= zD. Therelore,
ZC must be a tight angle, making
LABCa right triangle.

39. Given: A/BCwith right angle al C,

AB= d

Prove: d:
(xz- xrlz + (yz- ytlz

Prool:

Statements (Reasons)

1. AAECwilh right angle at 6,

/B = d(Given)

2. rcBY + (AClz : (ABl2
(Pythagorean Theorem)

3.lxz- x4: CB; lyz- Ytl: AC

(Dislance on a number line)

4. lxr - xiz + lYz - Itlz : dz

(Substitution)

5. (xz- xiz + (yz- llt)z : dz

(Substitution)

6. (xz- xiz + (l/z- lltlz = d
(Take the square root ol each

side.)

7. d:l\z- xiz + (yz- y')2

(Reflexive Property)

:..e 43.

20. QB: V6T, RS= V128, 0S: VIJS;(V6ilt + (Vil3)'z +6m1'z

A\x.i, yt)

21. QR : ffi, BS : ffi,0.9 : V58; 6-j4,l' + Kml'z = (v58)'
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PREREQUISITE SKILL Simplify each expression by rationalizing the denominator.
tTo review slmpliDing radlcal expressions, see pages 744 and 745.)

6s. f-t+ft
68. 15

,,/2.

6L. 7 62. 18

fn ft_
66. 12 oz. z{!

,G tA

64. 3\,n 65. 24

*f,
og. z

^'rG

70. 25

{n


